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PRESS RELEASE – 11 November 2021

Green Solutions Awards 2020-21:
The international winners revealed in Glasgow, COP26
IN SHORT
Whilst states were meeting to update their climate commitments, Construction21 unveiled the international
winners of the 2020-21 edition of the competition, chosen by an expert jury representing all continents.
More than 20 outstanding projects from 9 countries were highlighted during the ceremony hosted by the
Glasgow City Chambers. Many professionals of the sector were here to celebrate these inspiring buildings,
districts and infrastructures, as well as leading figures like Barbara Pompili, French Minister for Ecological
Transition; Councillors of the City of Glasgow; the Chief of Cabinet of the Walloon Minister for Climate,
Energy and Mobility; and Luxembourg and French MPs.

Bringing exemplary projects to light to foster change in the sector
When less than a decade is left to adopt practices that help decarbonising our cities, disseminating efficient and pioneering
construction projects is crucial. With this in mind, the Green Solutions Awards appears as a compelling tool to identify
exemplary projects, select the best ones, and present them to as many as possible. Out of 192 buildings, districts and
infrastructures, 24 went forward to the international phase of the competition: discover the 8 winners, as well as the
mentions awarded by the juries.
The jurors were seduced by these projects as they tackled the key issues of sustainable construction: frugality of materials,
energy efficiency, health & comfort of users, off-site construction, protection of biodiversity, circular economy, etc. They were
also chosen for their potential to inspire the professionals of the sector, and to be replicated at a large scale.
Thank you to our international experts for their incredible analytical work and passionate debates! Discover all the jurors

Discover the international winners
Journalists, in this competition you will find some great inspiration sources for your next articles. Don’t hesitate to reach out, as we can
put you in touch with some sustainable project holders for interviews. They have a lot to share!
With the support of

WWW.SITEVRAIMENTSUPER.FR

Discover all the winners

The Green Solutions videos to disseminate best-practices
On top of the recognition received, the winners of the competition – as well as all candidates – gain in visibility both
nationally and internationally. The bigger this visibility, the more chances for these solutions to become the standards of
the market.
To increase the reach of these best-practices, Construction21 and its partners devise a wide range of communication
tools: case studies, podcasts/radio shows, TV shows, and videos. A YouTube channel – Green Solutions – allows to
bring light to the feedbacks from the construction process of these projects, and to share them with the whole sector.
Visit the channel

Turo de la Peira
Sustainable Construction Grand Prize
©Enric Duch

Green Factory
Sustainable Renovation Grand Prize
©Semaphore Lyon et Marc Campesi

France

Spain

Nanterre Cœur Université
Sustainable District Grand Prize
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Mehr.WERT.Pavillon
Sustainable Infrastructure Grand Prize
©2hs Architekten und Ingenieur PartGmbB Hebel Heisel
Schlesier

France
Contact: Alexia Robin - alexia.robin@construction21.fr or +33(0)7 60 31 59 93

Germany
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The partners of the competition
A big thank you is due here for our sponsors, which are companies actively engaged in the fight against climate
change, and who support the organisation of the competition:

European leader in real estate services, BNP Paribas Real Estate covers the entire life cycle of a property: Promotion,
Transaction, Expertise, Property Management, and Investment Management.
With 5,400 employees, BNP Paribas Real Estate locally advises owners, tenants, investors and local authorities in
Europe, the Middle East and Asia. BNP Paribas Real Estate, the real estate subsidiary of the BNP Paribas Group,
generated €1.01 billion in revenues in 2019.
At BNP Paribas Real Estate, the climate change topic and its impact on the real estate business is part of our
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy. In fact, in our operations and service offers, we are committed in
taking into account the climate change challenges, optimizing the environmental footprint of our activities,
promoting circular economy and making the environmental quality of our products and services a lever to increase
performance both in finance and in use.

That is why, whether in construction, operation or renovation, we offer our customers energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly solutions, respectful of the health and well-being of corporate as well as residential real
estate users.
2 questions to Catherine Papillon, Global Head of Sustainable Development & CSR at BNP Paribas Real Estate

A major international group in the construction engineering and mobility services sectors, Egis creates and
operates intelligent infrastructure and buildings capable of responding to the climate emergency and addressing
the major challenges of our time by helping to achieve more balanced, sustainable and resilient territorial
development.
A 75%-owned subsidiary of Caisse des Depots, with the remaining 25% held by partner executives and employees,
Egis places its multiple fields of expertise at the disposal of the community and makes cutting-edge innovation
accessible to all projects throughout their lifecycle: consulting, engineering, operation.
Through its wide-ranging fields of activity, Egis is a central player in the collective organisation of society and
the living environment of its inhabitants all over the world.
2 questions to… Laurent Germain, Chief executive of EGIS

The Green Solutions Awards are internationally supported by the Global Alliance for Buildings & Construction.

Numerous media partners and partner networks relay information about the competition, inviting their readers and
members to participate or discover candidates and winners. See the partners
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The Construction21 network, organiser of the competition
These non-profit structures, gathered within the international association Construction21, pilot each national
Construction21 portal and coordinate the Green Solutions Awards in their country.

ABOUT CONSTRUCTION21
As the social media for sustainable buildings and cities, Construction21 disseminates free
information and best practices among key players of the building and city sectors, especially
through its three databases dedicated to exemplary buildings, districts and infrastructures.
Construction21 organises the Green Solutions Awards, an international contest aiming to make
concrete solutions known among professionals from all over the world, to accelerate transition
toward a more sustainable world.
Construction21 is an international network with several national platforms in Europe, China and
North Africa, and with a global one in English.

CONTACT
For any information or contact with the innovative project holders
(candidates or winners of the competition), please contact us!

Alexia Robin
Communication & Events Manager
alexia.robin@construction21.fr
+33 7 60 31 59 93

Construction21 on social media
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